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Abstract7

PLFC is a �rst-order possibilistic logic dealing with fuzzy constants and fuzzily restricted quanti�ers. The
refutation proof method in PLFC is mainly based on a generalized resolution rule which allows an implicit9
graded uni�cation among fuzzy constants. However, uni�cation for precise object constants is classical. In
order to use PLFC for similarity-based reasoning, in this paper we extend a Horn-rule sublogic of PLFC with11
similarity-based uni�cation of object constants. The Horn-rule sublogic of PLFC we consider deals only with
disjunctive fuzzy constants and it is equipped with a simple and e�cient version of PLFC proof method. At13
the semantic level, it is extended by equipping each sort with a fuzzy similarity relation, and at the syntactic
level, by fuzzily “enlarging” each non-fuzzy object constant in the antecedent of a Horn-rule by means of a15
fuzzy similarity relation.
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.17
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1. Introduction19

Possibilistic logic [15] is a logic of uncertainty to reason with classical propositions under incom-
plete information and partially inconsistent knowledge. Formulas of the necessity-valued fragment21
of possibilistic logic are of the form (’; �), where ’ is a classical (propositional or �rst-order)
formula and � ∈ [0; 1] is understood as a lower bound for the necessity degree of ’. To enhance23
the knowledge representation power, Dubois et al. [16,17] de�ned a syntactic extension of �rst-order
Possibilistic logic (called PLFC) to deal with fuzzy constants and fuzzily restricted quanti�ers inside25
the language, for which Alsinet et al. [4] de�ned a formal semantics and a sound resolution-style
calculus by refutation. In PLFC, the resolution inference rule includes an implicit fuzzy uni�cation27
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mechanism between fuzzy constants. Alternatively, Alsinet and Godo de�ned in [1] a general fuzzy1
possibilistic logic (called PGL) based on G�odel in�nitely-valued logic, and in [2] the Horn-rule
sublogic of PGL was extended with fuzzy constants and a modus ponens-style calculus based on an3
explicit fuzzy uni�cation mechanism between fuzzy constants, which was shown to be complete for
a restricted class of Horn-rules [3]. Note that the issue of fuzzy uni�cation, within di�erent frame-5
works, has already been addressed in the literature by a number of relevant authors, for instance,
starting in the 1980s by Cayrol et al. [11], Bel et al. [9] and Umano [27], and then following in the7
1990s with Baldwin et al. [8], Virtanen [29], Rios–Filho and Sandri [25] and Arcelli et al. [7], and
more recently by authors like Gerla and colleagues [18,19] and Vojt�a�s [30].9
In both PLFC and PGL, fuzzy constants can be seen as (�exible) restrictions on an existential

quanti�er. For instance, in both systems, the fuzzy statement11

“it is almost sure that Peter is about 35 years old”

can be represented by a certainty-weighted formula of the form13

(age Peter(about 35); 0:9);

where age Peter is a classical predicate and about 35 is a fuzzy constant de�ned over the domain15
[0; 120] (years). In the case in which about 35 denotes a crisp interval of ages, say [34; 36], the
certainty-weighted formula (age Peter(about 35),0.9) is interpreted in both systems as17

“∃x ∈ [34; 36] such that age Peter(x)” is certain with a necessity of at least 0:9:

In the case in which about 35 denotes a fuzzy interval with a membership function �about 35 : [0; 120]19
→ [0; 1], because in each system the necessity measure used for de�ning the possibilistic semantics
is di�erent, in each system the certainty-weighted formula has a di�erent interpretation. In PLFC, it21
is interpreted as

“∃x ∈ [�about 35]0:9 such that age Peter(x)” is certain with a necessity of at least 0:9;23

where [�about 35]0:9 denotes the crisp interval of ages associated with the �-cut of the fuzzy set
�about 35 at the level of 0.9. In PLFC it is interpreted, for each �∈ [0; 1], as25

“∃x ∈ [�about 35]� such that age Peter(x)” is certain with a necessity of at least

min(0:9; 1− �);

where [�about 35]� denotes the �-cut of the fuzzy set �about 35.
In PLFC, the use of variable weights [13,14] is a suitable technique for modeling statements of27

the form

“the more x is A (or x belongs to A); the more certain is p(x)”;29

where A is a fuzzy set with membership function �A(x). This is formalized in PLFC as,

“for all x; p(x) is certain with a necessity of at least �A(x)”31

and is represented as (p(x); A(x)). When A is imprecise but not fuzzy, the interpretation of such a
formula is just “for all x∈A; p(x)”. So variable weights in PLFC act as (�exible if they are fuzzy)33
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restrictions on an universal quanti�er, or if you prefer, as a kind of conjunctive constants. Notice1
that the notion of variable weight has not been introduced in PGL since all fuzzy constants in that
system are interpreted disjunctively.3
Concerning the uni�cation mechanism, the matching degree between two object (fuzzy) constants

is computed in terms of a necessity measure for fuzzy sets in both PLFC and PGL. Namely, given5
the following possibilistic clauses

{(price book(A); 1);
(price book(B)→ buy book; 1)};7

where A and B are fuzzy constants of sort price euros denoting medium price and not expensive, re-
spectively, price book(A) would unify with price book(B) to the degree N (B |A)=N (not expensive9
|medium price), where N (·|·) is a necessity measure of matching between fuzzy events. Then, we
would derive the clause (buy book; N (B |A)). However, the necessity measures N used in PLFC and11
in PGL are di�erent. In PLFC, N (B |A) is a necessity measure de�ned as inf x max(1−A(x); B(x)),
whereas in PGL, N (B|A) is another necessity measure de�ned as inf x A(x)⇒B(x), where ⇒ is13
the reciprocal of G�odel’s many-valued implication. 1 Di�erent degrees can be obtained therefore.
For instance, when medium price is modeled by the trapezoidal fuzzy set 2 [25; 30; 40; 45], and15
not expensive by another trapezoidal fuzzy set [0; 0; 35; 50], then we get N (not expensive
|medium price)= 1

2 in PLFC but N (not expensive |medium price)= 0 in PGL.17
A detailed comparison of the uni�cation mechanisms in PLFC and in PGL can be found in

[5], but in any case, the uni�cation degree between two di�erent and precise constants is null in19
both systems. Sometimes this is a rather unpleasant behavior, specially if we are trying to model
approximate knowledge. To remedy this situation, in this paper we equip each basic sort with a fuzzy21
proximity relation in order to allow a kind of similarity-based uni�cation [6,7,18] between object
constants. For instance, if 34 and 35 are two precise object constants of a given sort price euros,23
from the set of certainty-weighted formulas

{(price book(34); 1);
(price book(35)→ buy book; 1)};25

considering that 34 is very close to 35, we would like to infer something of the form

(buy book; N (around(35) | 34));27

where around(·) is a fuzzy proximity relation attached to the sort price euros which models the
fuzzi�cation of the precise object constant 35 and hence it would allow for the above similarity-based29
inference pattern
Within this framework, in this paper we tackle two main problems.31
(i) We address the problem of similarity-based uni�cation involving fuzzy constants in systems

where a separation between general and speci�c knowledge patterns can be made [25]. Patterns33
classi�ed in the �rst class are part of general information, like rules in expert systems, or ungrounded
clauses in logic programming languages. The ones classi�ed in the second class come from speci�c35

1 x⇒ y=1, if x6y, and x⇒ y=1− x, otherwise.
2 We use the representation of a trapezoidal fuzzy set as [t1; t2; t3; t4], where the interval [t1; t4] is the support and the

interval [t2; t3] is the core.
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information about a problem, like facts in expert systems, or grounded clauses in logic programming1
languages. In this frame, the fuzzi�cation mechanism should be only performed on object constants
appearing in general patterns, otherwise, we would be adding vagueness to the speci�c patterns of3
the knowledge base, and thus, we would be reducing the uni�cation degree between fuzzy events.
Notice that in the example above we only fuzzify the constant 35 and not the constant 34.5
(ii) Advantages of incorporating such fuzzi�cation mechanism clearly depend on the kind of neces-

sity measures used for computing the partial matching between fuzzy events. For instance, in PGL, in7
the usual case in which around(35)(x)¡1 for x �=35, we would have N (around(35) | 34)=N (35 | 34)
=0, while in PLFC we would have N (around(35) | 34)= �around(35)(34)¿0.9
These considerations lead us in this paper to extend a Horn-rule sublogic of PLFC (and not PGL)

with a similarity-based uni�cation. To do so we shall introduce two minor changes. At the semantic11
level, we shall equip each sort with a fuzzy similarity relation. At the syntactic level, we shall replace
each non-fuzzy object constant appearing in the antecedent of a Horn-rule by a variable weight fuzzily13
“enlarged” by means of a fuzzy similarity relation. For instance, the previously considered set of
PLFC clauses15

{(price book(34); 1);
(price book(35)→ buy book; 1)};

will be transformed into17

{(price book(34); 1);
(price book(x)→ buy book; around 35(x))};

where we take �around 35(x)= S(35; x), with19

S : Dprice euros × Dprice euros → [0; 1]

being a fuzzy proximity (i.e. re�exive and symmetric) relation on the domain Dprice euros of the21
sort price euros. Then, applying the PLFC resolution inference rule [4], we shall be able to infer

(buy book; N (around 35 | 34));23

where, in this case, we would have

N (around 35|34) = �around 35(34) = S(35; 34):25

After this Introduction, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe formal
aspects of PLFC. In Section 3, we de�ne a Horn-rule sublogic with only disjunctive fuzzy constants27
of PLFC and we provide this sublogic with a simple an e�cient version of the PLFC refutation
proof method and, in Section 5, we show how this proof method works by means of an example.29
Finally, in Section 5, we extend this sublogic with similarity-based reasoning capabilities.

2. Background on PLFC31

As already mentioned, PLFC is an extension of possibilistic logic that provides a powerful frame-
work for reasoning under possibilistic uncertainty and representing disjunctive and conjunctive vague33
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knowledge. Following [4], a general PLFC clause is a pair of the form1

(’( 	x); f( 	y));

where 	x and 	y denote sets of free and implicitly universally quanti�ed variables, each one having3
its sort, such that 	y⊇ 	x; ’(	x), called base formula, is a disjunction of (positive and negative)
literals with typed classical predicates and possibly with fuzzy constants, each one having its sort;5
and f( 	y) is a valid valuation function, de�ned for a superset of the variables in the left-hand side,
which expresses a lower bound of the certainty of ’(	x) in terms of necessity measures. Basically,7
valuation functions f( 	y) are either constant values in the real unit interval [0; 1], or membership
functions of fuzzy sets (fuzzy constants), or max–min combinations of them, or necessity measures9
on them. An example of PLFC clause is

(p(A; x) ∨ q(y);min(�; B(x); C(y)));11

where A; B and C are fuzzy constants.
Next, let us brie�y recall a semantics for PLFC proposed in [4]. For a given language signature,13

a many-valued interpretation w=(U; i; m) maps:

1. each sort � into a non-empty domain U� of U ;15
2. a predicate p of type (�1; : : : ; �n) into a crisp relation i(p)⊆U�1 × · · · ×U�n ; and
3. a (precise or fuzzy) object constant A of sort � into a normalized fuzzy set m(A) with membership17
function �m(A) :U� → [0; 1]. When A is a precise constant c, then �m(A) will represent a singleton,
an element of U�.19

An evaluation of variables is a mapping e associating to each variable x of sort � an element
e(x)∈U�. The truth value of a base formula under an interpretation w=(U; i; m) and an evaluation21
of variables e is de�ned by cases:

1. we(p(x; : : : ; A))= sup(u; :::; v)∈i(p) min(�e(x)(u); : : : ; �m(A)(v)).23
2. we(¬p(x; : : : ; A))= sup(u; :::; v) =∈ i(p) min(�e(x)(u); : : : ; �m(A)(v)).
3. we(L1 ∨ · · · ∨ Lr)= max(we(L1); : : : ; we(Lr)), where L1; : : : ; Lr are (positive or negative) literals.25

The present form of truth evaluation for a negative literal deserves some explanation. In PLFC, a
negative literal like ¬p(A), where A is an imprecise non-fuzzy constant, is to be interpreted as27
(∃x∈A)¬p(x) and not as ¬(∃x∈A)p(x). The above de�nition is according with this interpretation,
and makes ¬ to be non-truth functional under this semantics.29
Finally, the truth value of a base formula ’ under an interpretation w is de�ned as

w(’) = inf{we(’) | e is an evaluation of variables}:31

Notice that w(’) may take any intermediate value between 0 and 1 as soon as ’ contains some
fuzzy constant and w(’) depends not only on the crisp relations assigned to predicate symbols, but33
on the fuzzy sets assigned to fuzzy constants.
So far we have de�ned the many-valued semantics for base formulas ’. Now we de�ne the35

possibilistic semantics for certainty-weighted clauses (’; �). In order to de�ne such semantics,
we need to �x a context and to consider some extension for fuzzy sets (of interpretations) of37
the standard notion of necessity measure. Basically a context is the set of interpretations sharing
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a common domain U and an interpretation of object constants m. So, given U and m, its associated1
context �U;m is just the set {w interpretation |w=(U; i; m)}. Now, for each possibility distribution
on the context � :�U;m → [0; 1], and each PLFC formula (’; �), we de�ne3

� |= (’; �) i� N ([’]|�)¿ �;

where N (· | �) is the necessity measure induced by � on fuzzy sets of interpretations de�ned by5

N ([’] | �) = inf
w∈�U;m

max(1− �(w); w(’));

where we take �[’](w)=w(’). Here, we have considered a PLFC formula with a constant weight7
�. If the formula has a variable weight, e.g. (’(x); A(x)), then the above de�nition, always in the
same context, extends to9

� |= (’(x); A(x)) i� � |= (’(c); �m(A)(m(c)))

for all precise object constants c.11
An interesting and remarkable consequence of the above notion of possibilistic satis�ability of

PLFC clauses is the following one:13

� |= (p(A) ∨ q(B); �) i� � |= (p([A]�) ∨ q([B]�); �);

where p and q can be positive or negative literals, and [A]� and [B]� denote the imprecise constants15
corresponding to the �-cuts of the fuzzy constants A and B, respectively. This property has important
consequences since it means that in PLFC with (only) fuzzy constants we can in a way forget about17
fuzzy constants as such and focus only on imprecise but crisp constants.
Notation convention: since we need to �x a context �U;m in order to perform deduction, we can19

identify a fuzzy constant A with its interpreted fuzzy set m(A) and also with its membership function
�m(A). Hence, for the sake of a simpler notation, we shall consider fuzzy constants simply as fuzzy21
sets. Further, if A and B are fuzzy constants, A∪B will refer to their fuzzy set max-union.
One of the main advantages of the present semantics for PLFC is that it provides a sound23

refutation-by-resolution proof mechanism. Given a context �U;m, the PLFC resolution inference
rule, which implicitly manages the uni�cation mechanism between fuzzy constants, can be expressed25
as follows:

(¬p(x) ∨ ’(x);min(�; A(x)))
(p(B) ∨  ; �)

(’(B) ∨  ;min(�; �; N (A|[B]�))) [RE];27

where [B]� denotes the �-cut of B and thus N (A | [B]�)= inf u∈[B]� A(u).
When applying the resolution inference rule to PLFC clauses with variable weights, involved29

variables may disappear in the logical part of the resolvent clause, but still appear in the valuation
function. For instance, from31

(¬p(x) ∨ q; A(x)) and (p(x); B(x));

with fuzzy constants B and C in the valuation function, we infer33

(q;min(A(x); B(x)));
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which is interpreted as “for all precise object constants c; q is certain with a necessity degree of at1
least min(A(c); B(c))”, and thus, for each precise object constant c we get a clause with the same
logical part. To eliminate variables that only appear in the valuation function of a PLFC clause,3
Dubois et al. [16,17] proposed a fusion inference rule which can be expressed in the following way:

(’( 	x); f( 	x; y))
(’( 	x);maxc f( 	x; c))

[FU];5

where c varies on the set of precise object constants of the corresponding sort.
The above resolution mechanism produces conclusions which are all the stronger as A is large7

and B is small. Indeed,

N (A |B)¿ N (A′ |B) if A¿ A′9

and

N (A |B)¿ N (A |B′) if B6 B′:11

This points out that, during the refutation proof procedure, it is interesting to have PLFC clauses with
the greatest possible weight. In order to get larger variable weights, Dubois et al. [16,17] proposed13
a merging inference rule which can be expressed in the following way:

(p(x) ∨ ’( 	z); f1(x; 	z))
(p(y) ∨  ( 	v); f2(y; 	v))

(p(x) ∨ ’( 	z) ∨  ( 	v);max(f1(x; 	z); f2(x; 	v)))
[ME];15

p being a positive or a negative literal.
It is worth pointing out that in order to de�ne a refutation proof procedure for PLFC, we can-17

not borrow the uni�cation concept used in classical �rst-order logic programming systems. Let us
consider one illustrative example. For instance, from19

(¬p(A) ∨  ; 1) and (p(A); 1);

which, if A is not fuzzy, are interpreted, respectively, as21

“
[∃x ∈ A;¬p(x)]∨ ” and “∃x ∈ A; p(x)”;

we can infer  i� A is a precise constant. Then, resolution for ¬p(A) and p(A) must fail unless23
A is a precise constant, even though, obviously, p(A)�=p(A)� for each (classical) substitution of
variables �. This points out that before applying the merging inference rule to a knowledge base,25
it is interesting to transform each precise object constant (appearing in the logical part of PLFC
clauses) into a variable weight by means of the following transformation inference rule:27

(’( 	x; c); f( 	y))
(’( 	x; z);min(f( 	y); c(z)))

[TR];

where z =∈ 	y and c is a precise constant.29
Finally, given a context �U;m, a refutation-by-resolution proof method can be de�ned for PLFC.

Let K = {(’i; fi) | i=1; : : : ; n} be a set of PLFC clauses and let (’;f) be PLFC query of the form31
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(p(A); �) or (p(x);min(�; A(x))). Then the proof method to check whether K |=(’;f) follows the1
next steps:

1. Negate the query in the following way:3
• ¬[(p(A); �)] is (¬p(x); A(x)).
• ¬[(p(x);min(�; A(x)))] is (¬p(A¿0); 1), where A¿0 denotes the support of A, i.e.5

A¿0(u) =
{
1 if A(u)¿ 0;
0 otherwise:

2. Consider K ′=K ∪{¬[(’;f)]}.7
3. In the context �U;m, search for a deduction from K ′ of (⊥; �), with �¿�, by repeatedly applying
the RE, FU, ME and TR inference rules.9

4. If this is so, then we know that K |=(’;f).

The soundness of this proof procedure is based on the soundeness of the inference rules (see [4])11
and the fact that the following relationship:

K ∪ {¬[(’;f)] |= (⊥; �) if K |= (’;f);13

where ¬[(’;f)] is de�ned as above, always holds true. As for the converse direction, we actually
proved in [4] that refutation in PLFC is semantically complete for queries without fuzzy constants15
in the valuation function and only sound otherwise. That is,

(i) K ∪{(¬p(x); A(x))} |=(⊥; �) i� K |=(p(A); �).17
(ii) If A is an imprecise but non-fuzzy constant, then

K ∪ {(¬p(A); 1)} |= (⊥; �) i� K |= (p(x);min(�; A(x))):19

(iii) If K ∪{(¬p(A¿0); 1)} |=(⊥; �), then K |=(p(x);min(�; A(x))).
Obviously, it is case (iii) that prevents the above refutation procedure to be semantically complete.21
Nevertheless, refutation for PLFC could indeed be (theoretically) de�ned in a semantically complete
way by modifying (iii). Namely, for queries with fuzzy constants in the valuation function, thanks23
to (ii) we have that

K ∪ {(¬p(A¿0); 1)} |= (⊥; �) i� K |= (p(x);min(�; A¿0(x))):25

Hence, semantical completeness of refutation for queries of the kind (p(x);min(�; A(x))) reads as
follows:27

K |= (p(x);min(�; A(x))) i� ; for each � ∈ [0; �]; K ∪ {(¬p(A�); 1)} |= (⊥; �):

However, from the automated deduction point of view, this de�nition has a clear computational29
limitation since, for each �∈ [0; �], it would be necessary to search in K ∪{(¬p(A�); 1)} for a
deduction of (⊥; �).31
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3. A Horn sublogic of PLFC1

As already mentioned, our aim in this paper is to extend a Horn-rule sublogic of PLFC with a
similarity-based uni�cation mechanism in order to allow similarity reasoning patterns of the kind

3
(i) Given p′ and p→ q, then infer q′ such that the more similar is p′ to p, the more similar is q′

to q.5
(ii) Given p′ and p→ q, the more similar is p′ to p, the more truth-like is q.

These approximate reasoning patterns have been studied for instance in [12] for classical propositions.7
In PLFC, due to the presence of fuzzy constants and variable weights, we can encode both disjunctive
and conjunctive (fuzzy) information. Consider for instance the following general PLFC clause9

(¬s(A) ∨ ¬p(x) ∨ q(C);min(�; B(x)));

with (fuzzy) constants A and C in the logical part and with a fuzzy constant B in the valuation11
function. As fuzzy constants in the logical part of PLFC clauses express disjunctive (vague) knowl-
edge, in the case in which A and C are imprecise but not fuzzy, ¬s(A) and q(C) are, respectively,13
interpreted in PLFC as

“∃y ∈ A; ¬s(y)” and “∃y ∈ C; q(y)”15

and therefore, if B is also non-fuzzy, the above PLFC clause could be equivalently written in a
Horn-rule syntax-style as17

((∀x ∈ B)([∀y ∈ A; s(y)] ∧ p(x)→ [∃y ∈ C; q(y)]); �);

that is,19

([∀y ∈ A; s(y)] ∧ [∃x ∈ B; p(x)]→ [∃y ∈ C; q(y)]; �):

Then, using fuzzy constants and variable weights, the above general PLFC clause should be repre-21
sented in a Horn-rule syntax-style as

(s(A) ∧ p(x)→ q(C);min(�; B(x))):23

Thus, it becomes clear that when we transform PLFC clauses into a Horn-rule syntax-style, (fuzzy)
constants are interpreted as conjunctive information if they appear in the antecedent of a Horn-rule,25
and as disjunctive information, otherwise. Moreover, variable weights allow us to model disjunctive
information in the antecedent of a Horn-rule, and conjunctive information, otherwise. However,27
the above similarity reasoning patterns actually make sense when the propositions involved express
imprecise or disjunctive information. For conjunctive pieces of information is not so evident the29
usefulness of allowing a similarity-based inference mechanism. Hence, in this paper we shall focus
on the Horn fragment of PLFC clauses with only disjunctive fuzzy constants. In the rest of this31
paper we shall refer to this sublogic as Disjunctive Horn PLFC, DH-PLFC for short.
A DH-PLFC clause is a PLFC clause (’(	x); f( 	y)) such that in the base formula ’(	x) there33

exists at most one positive literal and where the positive literal does not involve variable weights
and negative literals do not involve imprecise and fuzzy constants. From now on, for the sake of35
a simpler and more standard notation, we write a DH-PLFC clause (¬p1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬pk ∨ q; f) as
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(p1 ∧ · · · ∧pk → q; f). For instance, the statements “it is more or less sure that Mary is young” and1
“it is almost sure young people have low salaries”, can be represented in this framework, respectively,
as3

(age(Mary; young); 0:7) and (age(x; y)→ salary(x; low);min(0:9; young(y)));

where age(·; ·) and salary(·; ·) are classical predicates of type (person name; years old) and5
(person name; salary euros), respectively; Mary is an object constant of sort person name; young
is a fuzzy constant of sort years old; and low is a fuzzy constant of sort salary euros.7
It should be noticed that in [20] a Horn sublanguage of PLFC was already considered, called

PLFC-H, where the only syntactical di�erence with respect to DH-PLFC is that the positive literal9
in a clause is not allowed to contain fuzzy constants, only imprecise but non-fuzzy constants.
Although the general refutation-by-resolution proof method of PLFC can be used for Horn clauses,11

it is possible to develop a simpler and more e�cient refutation proof method oriented to queries. In
[21] a theorem prover for PLFC-H was proposed, de�ned on top of the system KOMET [10]. Here13
below, we shall describe a refutation-by-resolution proof method for DH-PLFC, more general than
the one described in [21] (we shall come back to this later).15
Given a context �U;m, the PLFC resolution and merging inference rules can be particularized for

DH-PLFC clauses as follows.17
Resolution rule:

(p ∧ s → q(B); �)
(q(y) ∧ t → r; A(y))

(p ∧ s ∧ t → r; min(�; N (A | [B]�))) [DH− RE]:19

Merging rule:

(p(x) ∧ s → q(B1); min(A1(x); f1))
(p(y) ∧ t → q(B2); min(A2(y); f2))

(p(x) ∧ s ∧ t → q(B1 ∪ B2);max(min(A1(x); f1);min(A2(x); f2)))
[DH−ME]:21

In DH-PLFC, since consequents of Horn-rules cannot involve variable weights, the PLFC fusion
inference rule is not necessary any longer and the PLFC transformation inference rule has to be23
applied only over precise object constants appearing in the antecedent of Horn-rules. Then, for this
restricted class of clauses, the PLFC transformation inference rule can be particularized as follows:25

(p(c) ∧ s → q; f)
(p(x) ∧ s → q;min(f; c(x)))

[DH− TR];

where c is a precise constant.27
In classical Horn-based systems, proof methods are oriented to queries, i.e. to existentially quan-

ti�ed atomic formulas. Hence, in our current framework, the refutation-based proof method should29
be oriented to DH-PLFC clauses of the form (q(B1; : : : ; Bn); �), where B1; : : : ; Bn are (fuzzy) object
constants and � should be understood as a proof threshold. In doing so, in contrast to PLFC, the31
proof mechanism for this restricted class of clauses can be divided into three di�erent and sequential
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phases:
1

PM1. The �rst phase consists of transforming, by applying the DH-TR inference rule, each precise
constant in the antecedent of a Horn-rule to a variable weight.3

PM2. The second phase consists of a completion algorithm which, as in the PGL system [3], ensures
that a knowledge base with disjunctive fuzzy constants is extended with all hidden clauses,5
and then DH-PLFC clauses may be possibly extended with larger variable weights.

PM3. The third phase properly consists then of a refutation-by-resolution proof algorithm.7

Given a set P of DH-PLFC clauses and a context �U;m, the completion algorithm computes the set
P1 of DH-PLFC clauses that can be derived from P by applying the DH-RE inference rule. Then,9
the algorithm computes the set P2 of DH-PLFC clauses that can be derived from P ∪P1 by applying
the DH-ME inference rule. Because the DH-ME inference rule stretches variable weights, if P2 is not11
empty, the algorithm checks again if a new clause can be derived by applying the DH-RE inference
rule. In this case, as the DH-RE inference rule modi�es both fuzzy constants and variable weights,13
the algorithm checks again if a new set of clauses can be derived by applying the DH-ME inference
rule. This process is performed until either the DH-RE or the DH-ME inference rules do not derive15
new clauses. In the worst-case, each combination of clauses of P produces a new clause. However,
in general, only few clauses of P can be combined to derive new clauses. Then, the completion17
algorithm should not systematically check all possible combinations, but only should extend clauses
which have been previously computed. Thus, the algorithm should check if three di�erent clauses19
C1; C2 and C3 of P derive a new clause whenever either C1 and C2, or C1 and C3, or C2 and C3
have already derived a new clause. Let us denote by P̂ the set of DH-PLFC clauses obtained after21
the completion algorithm.
Since the DH-PLFC proof method is oriented to queries of the form (q(B1; : : : ; Bn); �), the23

refutation-by-resolution proof algorithm can be performed as follows:

1. Negate the query q(B1; : : : ; Bn):25

¬[q(B1; : : : ; Bn)] is (q(x1; ; : : : ; xn)→ ⊥;min(B1(x1); : : : ; Bn(xn))):

2. Let P̂′= P̂ ∪{¬[q(B1; : : : ; Bn)]}.27
3. Search in P̂′ for a deduction of (⊥; �), with �¿�, by repeatedly applying the following resolution
rule for DH-PLFC queries:29

(p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn → q; f1); (q1 ∧ · · · ∧ qm → ⊥; f2)
[(q1 ∧ · · · ∧ qi−1 ∧ p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn ∧ qi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ qm → ⊥;min(f1; f2))]�

;

where � is the most general uni�er (mgu) that uni�es q and qi.31

This rule only allows for the resolution of a non-negative clause (rule or fact) with a negative clause
(the query). Therefore, in that framework, a rule (p1 ∧ · · · ∧pn → q; f1) and a fact (→p;f2) is not33
resolved together even if there exists a mgu � that uni�es p and a pi; i¿0, contrary to what would
happen with the DH-RE inference rule. This does not imply a lack of generality, because if q is35
ever resolved with the jth query, then pi will be part of the ( j + 1)th query, which can then be
uni�ed with the fact.37
In PLFC [4], given a context �U;m, the mgu of two atomic formulas is constructed from a mgu of

classical �rst-order logic, with the only remarkable distinction that two object constants A and B of39
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a same sort � are only uni�ed if they denote a same precise constant, i.e. if ∀u∈U�; A(u)=B(u) and1
if A(v)= 1 for some v∈U�, then ∀u �= v; A(v)= 0. In DH-PLFC, after applying the transformation
inference rule over the clauses of the knowledge base, the antecedents of Horn-rules only involve3
variables, then, in this restricted framework, a mgu is a mapping from variables to substitution terms,
where a substitution term is either a variable, a precise constant or an imprecise but non-fuzzy5
constant, 3 and it is written as �= {x1=t1; : : : ; xn=tn}, where the variables x1; : : : ; xn are di�erent and
xi �= ti, for i=1; : : : ; n. Then, mgu’s can be composed in the classical way. Let �= {x1=t1; : : : ; xn=tn}7
and �= {y1=s1; : : : ; ym=sm} be two mgu’s. The composition of � and �, written ��, is a mgu de�ned
by removing from the set {x1=t1�; : : : ; xn=tn�; y1=s1; : : : ; ym=sm} those pairs xi=ti� for which xi= ti� and9
those pairs yi=si for which yi ∈{x1; : : : ; xn}.
A mgu � is applied over a resolvent clause of the form (’(	x); f(	x)) and is performed by simul-11

taneously replacing each occurrence in ’(	x) and f(	x) of a variable from the domain of � by the
corresponding substitution term. After applying a mgu � to a resolvent clause, the valuation function13
becomes computable in a given context �U;m as soon as all variables 	x are instantiated to some
object constant, and then, we can obtain expressions like f1(B) or f2(B1; : : : ; Bn), where f1 and f215
are valid valuation functions in the model and B; B1; : : : ; Bn are imprecise but non-fuzzy constants.
Then, given a context �U;m, f1(B) is computed as17

N (m(f1) |m(B)) = inf
u∈m(B)

�m(f1)(u)

and f2(B1; : : : ; Bn) as19

N (m(f2) | min(m(B1); : : : ; m(Bn))) = inf
(u1 ;:::;un)∈m(B1)×···×m(Bn)

�m(f2)(u1; : : : ; un);

where �m(f1) and �m(f2) are the membership function of the fuzzy set that results from applying the21
interpretation function m to the object constants involved in f1 and f2, respectively.
The refutation-by-resolution proof algorithm attempts to construct a proof tree for the DH-PLFC23

clause that results from negating a query of the form (q(B1; : : : ; Bn); �), beginning at the leaves (the
atomic formula of the negated query) and working up towards the root (the contradiction ⊥). We25
can think of this process as one of “reducing” a negated DH-PLFC query to ⊥, with a necessity of
at least �. At each reduction step, an atomic formula of the query matching the head of a DH-PLFC27
program clause (by means of a mgu) is replaced by its body and the mgu is applied over both the
logical-part and the valuation function. If the DH-PLFC program clause is chosen correctly at each29
reduction step, a derivation through the DH-PLFC inference rules is traced out in reverse.
Finally, comparing the proof method described here to the one in [21], one should notice that they31

di�er in the pre-processing of the knowledge base, namely in the completion procedure in step PM2
above: the completion procedure in [21] does not consider applications of the resolution rule, and33
hence not all the hidden valid clauses are obtained. Moreover, as already mentioned, only imprecise
but non-fuzzy constants are allowed in the head of the clauses. Therefore, we can use the theorem35
prover of [21] as refutation-by-resolution proof algorithm for DH-PLFC queries only when fuzzy
constants are not involved in the head of the program clauses and when no chaining of clauses is37
needed to prove the query.

3 As already pointed out, because of the possibilistic semantics, in PLFC fuzzy constants appearing in the logical part
of PLFC clauses can be replaced by imprecise but non-fuzzy constants.
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3.1. Digression: about the completeness of the DH-PLFC proof procedure1

As we have already pointed out in Section 2, refutation in PLFC is semantically complete for
queries of the form (q(B1; : : : ; Bn); �). However, completeness of the syntactical refutation-based proof3
method (based on RE, FU, ME and TR inference rules) has not been established so far, not even
for this particular class of queries. But in the restricted framework of DH-PLFC, and in the case of5
contexts with �nite domains, we can say something about this.
In DH-PLFC, after transforming precise object constants of the antecedent of rules to vari-7

able weights by applying the DH-TR inference rule, clauses are either of the form (q(C); �) or
(p(x)∧ r(y)→ q(C);min(�; A(x); B(y))). Then, under the assumption of contexts �U;m with �nite9
domains U , due to the PLFC semantics (see Section 2), DH-PLFC clauses can be transformed into a
semantically equivalent set of clauses of classical Possibilistic logic, i.e. clauses with precise object11
constants and constant weights. The DH-PLFC clause (q(C); �) is semantically equivalent to the
clause (q(C�); �), where C� denotes an imprecise object constant corresponding to the �-cut of the13
fuzzy constant C. Then, for instance, if C�= {c1; : : : ; ck}, the DH-PLFC clause

(q(C); �)15

is semantically equivalent to the classical possibilistic logic clause

(q(c1) ∨ · · · ∨ q(ck); �):17

More generally, if A and B are two fuzzy constants of sorts, respectively, U�A and U�B , the DH-PLFC
clause19

(p(x) ∧ r(y)→ q(C);min(�; A(x); B(y)))

is semantically equivalent to the set of clauses21

{(p(a) ∧ r(b)→ q(C�ab); �ab) | a ∈ U�A and b ∈ U�B};
where �ab= min(�; A(a); B(b)) and C�ab denotes an imprecise object constant corresponding to the23
cut of the fuzzy constant C at the level of �ab. Hence the above DH-PLFC clause is semantically
equivalent to the set of clauses of classical possibilistic logic25

{(¬p(a) ∨ ¬r(b) ∨ q(c1) ∨ · · · ∨ q(cnab); �ab)|a ∈ U�A; b ∈ U�B; C�ab = {c1; : : : ; cnab}}:
On the other hand, always under the hypothesis of contexts �U;m with �nite domains U , one ap-27
plication of resolution inference rule DH-RE is syntactically equivalent to apply a �nite-many times
the resolution inference rule of classical Possibilistic logic (over the set of transformed clauses), and29
applying the merging inference rule DH-ME issyntactically equivalent to choose the transformed
clause with higher constant weight. For instance, in DH-PLFC, from31

(p(x)→ q;min(�; A(x))) and (p(B); �);

by applying the DH-PLFC resolution rule we infer33

(q;min(�; �; N (A|B�)));
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where N (A |B�)= inf u∈B� A(u). And, if A and B are two fuzzy constants of sort U� and B�= {u1; : : : ;1
uk}, then the above two DH-PLFC clauses are, respectively, semantically equivalent to the set of
clauses of classical possibilistic logic3

{(¬p(u) ∨ q;min(�; A(u)))|u ∈ U�} and (p(u1) ∨ · · · ∨ p(uk); �):

Then, by applying repeatedly the resolution inference rule of classical possibilistic logic to these5
clauses we infer

(q;min(�; �; A(u1); : : : ; A(uk)));7

but N (A|B�)= min(A(u1); : : : ; A(uk)), and thus in both systems we deduce q with the same necessity
degree. Moreover, in DH-PLFC, from9

(p(x)→ q;min(�; A1(x))) and (p(y)→ q;min(�; A2(y)))

by applying the DH-PLFC merging rule we infer11

(p(x)→ q;max(min(�; A1(x));min(�; A2(x))))

and, resolving this clause with (p(B); �), we infer13

(q; N (max(min(�; A1(x));min(�; A2(x)))|B�));

where N (max(min(�; A1(x));min(�; A2(x)))|B�) = inf u∈B� max(min(�; A1(u));min(�; A2(u))), and one15
can easily check that this necessity degree corresponds to the highest necessity degree with which
q can be deduced from the transformed set of clauses by applying the resolution inference rule of17
classical possibilistic logic.
Summarizing, we have that

19
• a DH-PLFC knowledge base can be transformed into a semantically equivalent set of clauses of
classical possibilistic logic, and21

• applying the DH-PLFC resolution and merging inference rules is in turn syntactically equivalent
to applying a �nite-many times the resolution inference rule of classical possibilistic logic.23

Hence, since it is well known that refutation by resolution is a complete proof method for classical
possibilistic logic [15], we may conjecture that the refutation-based proof method described in this25
section is also complete for DH-PLFC clauses, and we expect to formally prove it in the near future.

4. An example of derivation in disjunctive Horn PLFC27

Let us show how the DH-PLFC proof method, described in the previous section, works by means
of the following example. Let P be the following set of DH-PLFC clauses modeling part of a buyer’s29
motivation and decision making system:

r1: (stock level(x)→ order units(a few); low(x)),31
r2: (product price(y)→ order units(many); min(cheap(y); 0:8)),
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r3: (stock level(x)∧product price(y)→order units(some); min(medium l(x); not expensive(y);1
0:7)).

These clauses express how a buyer decides to order more or less units of a given product depending3
on its stock level and the market product price. The minimum number of units to be ordered is 5
and the maximum is 30. Let m be the following interpretation of object constants:

5
• m(a few)= [5; 5; 5; 8] (trapezoidal fuzzy set 4 on a scale from 5 to 30 product-units),
• m(many)= [8; 10; 20; 25] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 5 to 30 product-units),7
• m(some)= [5; 5; 10; 13] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 5 to 30 product-units),
• m(a few∪ some)=m(a few)∪m(some)=m(some),9
• m(many∪ some)=m(many)∪m(some)= [5; 5; 20; 25] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 5 to
30 product-units),11

• m(a few∪many∪ some)=m(a few)∪m(many)∪m(some)=m(many∪ some),
• m(low)= [0; 0; 2; 7] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 0 to 100 level-units),13
• m(medium l)= [5; 7; 10; 15] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 0 to 100 level-units),
• m(cheap)= [15; 20; 25; 30] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 0 to 100 euros),15
• m(not expensive)= [0; 0; 35; 55] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 0 to 100 euros), and
• m(medium p)= [25; 30; 40; 45] (trapezoidal fuzzy set on a scale from 0 to 100 euros).17

Suppose now that what is known is that the stock level for a given product is either 5 or 6 units
and, according to the latest market estimates, the product has a medium price. This information can19
be represented in this framework as:

f1: (stock level({5; 6}); 1),21
f2: (product price(medium p); 0:9),

Moreover, suppose that the buyer is interested in determining whether it is advisable to order some23
product-units in the interval [5; 20] (with a certainty of at least 0.4) which can be represented in
this framework by the query (order units([5; 20]); 0:4). Then, in order to prove the buyer’s query,25
we apply the DH-PLFC proof method to the program P′= {r1; r2; r3; f 1; f 2} under the above inter-
pretation m of object constants. As the antecedent of rules do not involve precise object constants,27
no transformation by the DH-TR inference rule is needed. Then, we can next compute, by applying
the completion algorithm, the set of DH-PLFC clauses P̂′. The DH-ME rule can be used to merge29
r1 with r3 and r2 with r3, which yields the new DH-PLFC clauses:

r4: (stock level(x)∧product price(y)→ order units(a few∪ some); fr4(x; y)),31
r5: (stock level(x)∧product price(y)→ order units(many∪ some); fr5(x; y)),

where
33

fr4(x; y) = max(low(x);min(medium l(x); not expensive(y); 0:7))

and
35

fr5(x; y) = max(min(cheap(y); 0:8);min(medium l(x); not expensive(y); 0:7)):

4 By a four tuple [a1; a2; a3; a4], where a16a26a36a4, we denote the trapezoidal fuzzy set whose core is the closed
interval [a2; a3] and whose support is the open interval (a1; a4) when a1¡a2 and a3¡a4 (when a1 = a2 or a3 = a4 then
a1 or a4 are, respectively, added to the support).
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In turn, the DH-ME rule can be used again to merge r4 with r2, r5 with r1, and r4 with r5, which1
yields to a unique new DH-PLFC clause:

r6: (stock level(x)∧product price(y)→ order units(a few∪many∪ some); fr6(x; y)),3

where fr6(x; y)= max(low(x);min(cheap(y); 0:8);min(medium l(x); medium p(y); 0:7)). Hence, r4,
r5 and r6 can be seen as valid (hidden) clauses of the extended knowledge base obtained through5
the DH-PLFC merging inference rule, and thus, P̂′= {r1; r2; r3; r4; r5; r6; f1; f2}.
Now, we apply the refutation-by-resolution proof algorithm to P̂′ extended with the negated query7

q: (order units(z)→⊥; [5; 20](z)).9

Obviously, the proof tree for q in P̂′ under the interpretation m of object constants is not unique.
Namely, resolving r1 with q one gets

11
q1: [(stock level(x)→ ⊥; fq1(x; z))]�1,

with fq1(x; z)= min(low(x); [5; 20](z)) and �1 = {z=[a few]low(x)} being the mgu of order units(z)13
and order units([a few]low(x)). 5 Then, applying the mgu �1 we get

q1: (stock level(x)→⊥; fq1(x; [a few]low(x))).15

Next, resolving q1 with f1 yields

q2: [(⊥; fq2(x; [a few]low(x)))]�2,17

with fq2 = min(1; fq1)=fq1, and �2 = {x={5; 6}} being the mgu of stock level(x) and stock level
({5; 6}). Then, applying the mgu �2 we get

19
q2: (⊥; fq2({5; 6}; [a few]low({5;6}))).
As low({5; 6}) is computed as N (low|{5; 6})= inf u∈{5;6} low(u)=�[0;0;2;7](6)= 0:2, we have21
[a few]low({5;6}) = [a few]0:2 = [5; 5; 5; 8]0:2 = {5; 6; 7}. Then, fq2({5; 6}; {5; 6; 7}) is computed as

N (fq2|min({5; 6}; {5; 6; 7})) = min
(u;v)∈{5;6}×{5;6;7}

min(low(u); [5; 20](v)) = low(6) = 0:2:
23

Hence, using r1, the query can be only proved with a necessity degree of 0:2¡0:4.
One can easily check that using r2, r3 and r5 the query can be only proved with a lower bound25

for the necessity degree of 0. However, it can be proved with a necessity of at least 0.4 when using
r4 and r6. Namely, resolving r4 with q one gets 6

27
q3: [(stock level(x)∧product price(y)→⊥; fq3(x; y; z))]�3

5 Because of the possibilistic semantics of PLFC, r1 is semantically equivalent to (stock level(x)→ order units
([a few]low(x)); low(x)), where [a few]low(x) denotes the �-cut of the fuzzy set m(a few) at the level of low(x) and
can be computed as soon as variable x is instantiated.

6 As m(a few∪ some)=m(some), for the sake of a simpler notation, we shall use the object constant some instead of
the object constant a few∪ some.
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with fq3(x; y; z)= min(fr4(x; y); [5; 20](z)) and where �3 = {z=[some]f4(x;y)} is the mgu of order1
units(z) and order units([some]f4(x;y)).

7 Then, applying the mgu �3 we get

q3: (stock level(x)∧product price(y)→⊥; fq3(x; y; [some]fr4(x;y))).3

Next, resolving q3 with f1 yields

q4: [(product price(y)→⊥; fq4(x; y; [some]fr4(x;y)))]�4,5

with fq4 = min(fq3; 1)=fq3 and �4 = {x={5; 6}} being the mgu of stock level(x) and stock level
({5; 6}). Applying the mgu �4 we get

7
q4: (product price(y)→⊥; fq4({5; 6}; y; [some]fr4({5;6};y))).

Next, resolving q4 with f2 yields
9

q5: [(⊥; fq5({5; 6}; y; [some]fr4({5;6};y)))]�5.

with fq5 = min(fq4; 0:9), hence fq5(x; y; z)= min(fr4(x; y); [5; 20](z); 0:9), and �5 = {y=[medium11
p]0:9} being the mgu of product price(y) and product price([medium p]0:9). 8 Then, applying
the mgu �5 we get

13
q5: (⊥; fq5({5; 6}; [medium p]0:9; [some]fr4({5;6}; [medium p]0:9))).

As [medium p]0:9 = [29; 41], we have15

fr4({5; 6}; [medium p]0:9)

= min
(u1 ;u2)∈{5;6}×[29;41]

{max(low(u1);min(medium l(u1); not expensive(u2); 0:7))}
= min

(u1 ;u2)∈{5;6}×[29;41]
{max(�[0;0;2;7](u1);min(�[5;7;10;15](u1); �[0;0;35;55](u2); 0:7))}

= min
(u1 ;u2)∈{5;6}×{41}

{max(�[0;0;2;7](u1);min(�[5;7;10;15](u1); �[0;0;35;55](u2); 0:7))}
= min(max(�[0;0;2;7](5);min(�[5;7;10;15](5); �[0;0;35;55](41); 0:7));

max(�[0;0;2;7](6);min(�[5;7;10;15](6); �[0;0;35;55](41); 0:7)))

= min(max(0:4;min(0; 0:7; 0:7));max(0:2;min(0:5; 0:7; 0:7)))

= min(0:4; 0:5) = 0:4:

Remark that fr4({5; 6}; [medium p]0:9) has been computed as N (fr4 | min({5; 6}; [29; 41])), which is
di�erent to compute17

max(low({5; 6});min(medium l({5; 6}); not expensive([29; 41]); 0:7))
= max(N (low|{5; 6});min(N (medium l|{5; 6}); N (not expensive|[29; 41]); 0:7))
= max(0:2;min(0; 0:7; 0:7)) = 0:2:

7 r4 is semantically equivalent to (stock level(x)∧product price(y)→ order units([some]f4(x;y)); f4(x; y)), where
[some]fr4(x;y) denotes the �-cut of the fuzzy set m(some) at the level of fr4(x; y) and can be computed as soon as
variables x and y are instantiated.

8 f2 is semantically equivalent to (product price([medium p]0:9); 0:9), where [medium p]0:9 denotes the �-cut of the
fuzzy set m(medium p) at the level of 0:9.
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Then, [some]fr4({5;6}; [medium p]0:9) = [some]0:4 = [5; 11] and1

fq5({5; 6}; [medium p]0:9; [some]0:4)

= min
(u1 ;u2 ;u3)∈{5;6}×[29;41]×[5;11]

{min(fr4(u1; u2); [5; 20](u3); 0:9)}
= min

(u1 ;u2 ;u3)∈{5;6}×[29;41]×[5;11]
{min(max(low(u1);

min(medium l(u1); not expensive(u2); 0:7)); [5; 20](u3); 0:9)}
= 0:4:

Therefore, (⊥; 0:4) is the output of the DH-PLFC proof method, hence, by soundness, we know that
P′ |=(order units([5; 20]); 0:4). Accordingly, the buyer should order some product-units in the inter-3
val [5; 20], this decision being supported with a necessity degree of at least 0.4. Moreover, composing
the computed mgus �3; �4 and �5, we get (�3�4)�5 = {z=[some]fr4({5;6}; [medium p]0:9); x={5; 6}; y=[med−5
ium p]0:9}, i.e. {z=[5; 11]; x={5; 6}; y=[29; 41]}, which gives to the buyer the following additional and
more precise information: the buyer should order between 5 and 11 units of the product (supported7
with a necessity degree of at least 0.4), provided the product stock level is either 5 or 6 units and
the market product price is between 29 and 41 euros.9

5. Extending DH-PLFC with a similarity-based uni�cation

In this section, we formally extend DH-PLFC with a similarity-based uni�cation mechanism of11
object constants.
Indeed, our intention in extending DH-PLFC with fuzzy proximity relations is to interpret a13

clause of the form (p(x)→ q(B);min(�; A(x))), where A is a precise or an imprecise but non-fuzzy
constant, as (p(x)→ q(B);min(�; around A(x))), where around A is the result of fuzzifying A by15
means of some fuzzy similarity relation. Hence, at the syntactic level, we are lead to an extra-
logical transformation of DH-PLFC clauses with precise and imprecise constants in the antecedents17
of Horn-rules and modeled by means of variable weights, to DH-PLFC clauses with fuzzily enlarged
variable weights. Thus, in general, for each precise and imprecise object constant A we shall assume19
there exists a fuzzy constant Â corresponding to the fuzzi�cation of A by means of some fuzzy
proximity relation. At the semantic level, in each context �U;m, we need to introduce a collection21
S of fuzzy similarity relations S� :U� ×U� → [0; 1], one into each domain U�, in order to provide
the meaning of the new fuzzy constants Â’s.23
Summarizing, given an initial set of DH-PLFC clauses K , a context �U;m and a collection of

similarity relations S, to perform possibilistic reasoning extended with similarity-based uni�cation25
(of precise and imprecise constants) we propose the following steps:

1. Compute the set of DH-PLFC clauses K1 that results of applying the DH-TR inference rule over27
the clauses of K , i.e. K1 is the result of transforming each precise constant in the antecedent of
a Horn-rule of K to a variable weight.29

2. De�ne a syntactic transformation of DH-PLFC clauses

	: K1 �→ K2;31
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which substitutes each precise and imprecise constant A appearing in the valuation function of1
a DH-PLFC clause by the corresponding fuzzily enlarged variable weight Â(x). For instance
	((p(x)→ q(B);min(�; A(x)))= (p(x)→ q(B);min(�; Â(x))).3

3. De�ne a new extended context �U;mS
, where mS is like m but mapping each new fuzzy constant

Â of sort � to a fuzzy set mS(Â): U� → [0; 1] de�ned as the image of m(A) by the correspond-5
ing fuzzy similarity relation S� on U�, written mS(Â)(u)= S� ◦m(A), where ◦ denotes max-min
composition.7

4. Use sequentially the completion and the refutation-by-resolution proof algorithms of DH-PLFC
over the DH-PLFC clauses of K2 under the new context �U;mS .9

Let us brie�y discuss the interest of this extension by means of one example. Let K be the following
set of DH-PLFC clauses modeling part of an student evaluation assessment:

11
r1: (extra work(x)→ interest(very high); exercise(x)),
r2: (exam grade(x)∧ interest(y)→ �nal grade(5); min([4; 5)(x); high(y))),13
r3: (exam grade(x)∧ extra work(y)→ �nal grade(6); min([4; 5)(x); experiment(y))),

where [4; 5) denotes a (semi-open) crisp interval of grades on a decimal scale from 1 to 10. These15
clauses express the fact that a student with an exam-grade between 4 and 5 can get a �nal higher
grade if he/she shows high interest by developing an exercise or if he develops an experiment as an17
extra-work. Let m be the following interpretation of object constants:

• m(experiment)= {e1; e2},19
• m(exercise)= {x1; x2; x3},
• m(experiment∪ exercise)=m(experiment)∪m(exercise),21
• m(high)= [7; 10] (on a decimal scale from 1 to 10),
• m(very high)= [9; 10] (on a decimal scale from 1 to 10), and23
• m(pass)= [5; 10] (on a decimal scale from 1 to 10).

Suppose now that a student did not pass the exam, with a grade 3.9, and he is interested in checking25
whether he can still get an improved �nal grade by either developing one experiment or one exercise.
This data can be represented in this framework as:

27
f1: (exam grade(3:9); 1),
f2: (extra work(experiment∪ exercise); 1).29

Let us denote the program P= {r1; r2; r3; f 1; f 2}. The student is interested in the query �nal grade
(pass) but obviously, as 3:9 =∈ [4; 5); �nal grade(pass) can be proved in P, after completing the31
knowledge base and applying the refutation-by-resolution proof mechanism, only to the degree 0.
However, if the student assumes that professors make use of the above rules in an approximate33
rather than crisp way (when referring to grades), he can extend the program P with some fuzzy
similarity relation for the sort grade and see what could happen. To do so, one should �rst apply35
the transformation rule to replace precise constants in the antecedent of rules, if any, by variable
weights (this is not the case), and then, apply the syntactic transformation 	 to fuzzify non-fuzzy37
constants of valuation functions and get

r2′: (exam grade(x)∧ interest(y)→ �nal grade(5); min([[4; 5)(x); high(y))),
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r3′: (exam grade(x)∧ extra work(y)→ �nal grade(6); min([[4; 5)(x); experiment(y))).1

Now, one has to extend the above context to interpret the new fuzzi�ed constant [[4; 5). Assume
m([[4; 5))= Sgrade ◦ [4; 5), where the similarity relation Sgrade is de�ned as3

Sgrade(u; v) = max(0; 1− 3 · |u− v|):

With this de�nition, m([[4; 5)) becomes the trapezoidal fuzzy set [3:7; 4; 5; 5:3].5
Next step is the completion of the new program P′= {r1; r2′; r3′; f 1; f 2}. The resolution rule can

be applied to r1 and r2′ which yields the new DH-PLFC clause
7

r4: [(exam grade(x)∧ extra work(z)→ �nal grade(5); fr4(x; y; z))]�,

with fr4(x; y; z)= min([[4; 5)(x); high(y); exercise(z)) and �= {y=very high} being the mgu of int −9
erest(very high) 9 and interest(y). Then, applying the mgu � we get

r4: (exam grade(x)∧ extra work(z)→ �nal grade(5); fr4(x; very high; z)),11

where fr4(x; very high; z)= min([[4; 5)(x); exercise(z)), since for all u∈m(very high); �m(high)(u)= 1.
In turn, the merging rule can be now applied to r3′ and r4, which yields the new DH-PLFC clause

13
r5: (exam grade(x)∧ extra work(y)→ �nal grade({5; 6}); fr5(x; y)),

with fr5(x; y)= max(min([[4; 5)(x); experiment(y));min([[4; 5)(x); exercise(y))), that is, fr5(x; y)=15
min([[4; 5)(x);max(experiment(y); exercise(y))). Hence, r4 and r5 are valid (hidden) clauses of the
completed program P̂′= {r1; r2′; r3′; r4; r5; f 1; f 2}.17
Finally, we can apply the refutation-by-resolution proof algorithm of DH-PLFC to P̂′ extended

with the negated query
19

q: (�nal grade(z)→⊥; pass(z)).

Namely, resolving q with r5 one gets
21

q1: [(exam grade(x)∧ extra work(y)→⊥; fq1(x; y; z))]�1,

with fq1(x; y; z)= min(fr5(x; y); pass(z)) and �1 = {z={5; 6}} being the mgu of �nal grade(z) and23
�nal grade({5; 6}). Then, applying the mgu �1 we get

q1: (exam grade(x) ∧ extra work(y)→⊥; fq1(x; y; {5; 6})),25

where fq1(x; y; {5; 6})= min(fr5(x; y); pass({5; 6})=fr5(x; y), since pass(5)=pass(6)= 1 and
hence pass({5; 6})=N (pass|{5; 6}) = 1. Next, resolving q1 with f1 yields

27
q2: [(extra work(y)→⊥; fq2(x; y))]�2,

with fq2(x; y)= min(fr5(x; y); 1) and �2 = {x=3:9} being the mgu of exam grade(x) and exam gr-29
ade(3:9). Then, applying the mgu �2 we get

q2: (extra work(y)→⊥; fr5(3:9; y)),

9 Remark that in this particular context very high is an imprecise but non-fuzzy constant.
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where, as [[4; 5)(3:9)= [3:7; 4; 5; 5:3](3:9)= 2
3 ,1

fr5(3:9; y) =min([[4; 5)(3:9);max(exercise(y); experiment(y)))
=min(23 ;max(exercise(y); experiment(y))):

Finally, resolving q2 with f2 one gets

q3: [(⊥; fq3(y))]�3,3

with fq3(y)= min(23 ;max(exercise(y); experiment(y)); 1) and �3 = {y=experiment∪ exercise} being
the mgu of extra work(y) and extra work(experiment∪ exercise). Then, applying the mgu �3 we5
get

q3: (⊥; fq3(experiment∪ exercise)),7

where

fq3(experiment∪ exercise)

= min
(
2
3 ;minu∈m(experiment∪exercise) max(m(exercise)(u); m(experiment)(u))

)
= 2

3 :

Remark again here that fq3(experiment∪ exercise) has been computed as N (m(fq3) |m(experiment∪9
exercise)) and not as compute

min
(
2
3 ;max(exercise(experiment ∪ exercise); experiment(experiment ∪ exercise))

)
= min(23 ;max(N (m(exercise)|m(experiment ∪ exercise));

N (m(experiment)|m(experiment ∪ exercise))))

= 0:

Therefore, (⊥; 23) is the output of the DH-PLFC proof method, hence, by soundness, we know that11
P′ |=(�nal grade(pass); 23). Accordingly, the student can still have some hope to �nally pass the
subject.13
Actually, notice that for this particular example, the computed answer (�nal grade(pass); 23) could

be equivalently derived from the original program P using the DH-PLFC proof method after replacing15
the imprecise constant [4; 5) appearing in the variable weights of rules r2 and r3 by the (23)-cut of

the fuzzi�ed constant [[4; 5), namely the bigger interval [3:9; 5:1), and adding the constant value17
2
3 as a new term in the min-expressions of the variable weights. This comes from the fact that
2
3 =N ([[4; 5) | 3:9)= sup{�∈ [0; 1] | 3:9∈ [[[4; 5)]�} and [[[4; 5)]2=3 = [3:9; 5:1).19

6. Conclusions

Within the framework of Possibilistic logic programming, in this paper we have addressed the issue21
of extending the (graded) uni�cation of fuzzy constants to cope with a similarity-based uni�cation
of precise and imprecise object constants. For simplicity and practical reasons, we have focused on23
the sublogic of Horn-like PLFC clauses expressing disjunctive information, hence fuzzy constants
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are only allowed in the head of a clause. Then, each precise and imprecise object constant attached1
with the body of a Horn-rule is fuzzi�ed by means a similarity relation, and the fuzzi�ed constant
is placed as a variable weight. With this we enlarge the applicability of the clause to constants close3
to the original ones.
The similarity-based fuzzi�cation of precise and imprecise constants can be easily extended to5

fuzzy constants themselves. On the other hand, the proposed methodology can be used solely as
a pure similarity-based reasoning with classical (precise) constants (that is, with no imprecise and7
fuzzy constants at all). The comparison of the resulting system with the ones proposed by Arcelli
et al. [7,18,26] on the one hand, and the ones proposed by Vina�r and Vojt�a�s [28,30] and Medina9
et al. [22–24], in di�erent frameworks, will be a matter of high interest.
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